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▲ Associates and family members at Adventist Medical Center Bolingbrook recently helped a patient and his wife celebrate their 50th anniversary.
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There were very few dry eyes in the room.
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David says, “The student chaplains’
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as a student chaplain at University Towers,

learning in the classroom and learn our

an on-campus facility comprised of two
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For more information about the TFE

Hannah Gallant, IMC student writer

residence halls. Mervin’s MDiv program
focuses on youth and young adults, as well
as chaplaincy. He says, “By being a chaplain, you are able to address the challenges
that students are experiencing — challenges that students might not share with
parents or teachers. I see my position as
a student chaplain as a privilege that God
has given me.”
Although Mervin is not completely sure
where God will lead him in the future, he
believes that fulfilling these TFE requirements helps him to understand the
dynamics and challenges of being a pastor.
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freedom to experiment in ministry areas
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As the wife wore the veil and held
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to engage each seminarian, at times with

When Grys returned to the nurses’

Inherent in the work of a hospital chap-

The TFE program is not only beneficial

▲ Sarah Hill and Mervin Cathian serve as student chaplains at University Towers.
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